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Fellow Michigan Taxpayer's...  
The text below is a prediction of possible behavior that the University of Mi in Ann Arbor Mi their
Campus saftey office possible in conjunction with the Ann Arbor Police may engage in either
today this week or before the victim bring's her campaighn of the torture into the Public's eye.  
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This prediction stem's from The University's role of crimminal solicitation by library stafff in
Dearborn Mi..  
See a freind of the woman who was tortured in dearborn Mi was a student at HFCC" Henry Ford
Community College at the time she was being tortured :  
She reported the stalking aspect of this crime to HFCC campus saftey...twice....she also detailed
what was going on verbally to a secretary in the Campus saftey office.....As a result of the
Dearborn Police not following up on the report the victim made to them/for the sake of Dearborn's
image/and as a collective effort to keep this quiet because a United State's Postal Supervisor
crimminal solicited the torture at the Dearborn Branch on Greenfield and added and abbedded
them with information concerning a express letter sent to one of the perpetrator's by the victim at
the same location.  
Now as a effort to keep this quiet the victim's every move was being survalled and the dearborn
police became very aware that report's were made to campus saftey at HFCC concerning the
current event's at that time"Torture".  
So as a result campus saftey staff not only verbally qued the victim with dialog that was shared
betwwen the victim and the perpetrator's at the time she was tortured/to create a sense of
powerlessness and frustration but to directly let her know that their service's were not availible to
her.  
So She went to U of M library in Dearborn to use the computer to start and complete the timeline
of torture thru a free yahoo email account.  
As a result of od her internet activities being monitored they started using library stafff to verbally
cue her with dialog directly pertaining to the torture.  
Personnal Note"When your Tortured you develop PTSD/these verbal cue's were desighned to
activate the victim's PTSD along with adrenaline activation which in turn whould activate fight or
FLIGHT RESPONSES/THE PRECURSOR FOR THE PHYSICAL TORTURE"  
I am aware this is confusing since you are not aware how this woman was tortured but IF YOU
STAY TUNED TO THIS BLOG SITE IN TIME IT WILL BE REVEALED".  
When they saw that these verbal cue's were working they relied on them month after month..  
When their ability to activate her PTSD symptom's started to diminish they started to look for
other avenue's to deflect the victim from her campaighn of bring this to the public's attention"which
a big part of it is completeing the timeline of torture thru this yahoo account at U of M in Dearborn
and in Ann Arbor.  
See when the victim is in wayne county she spend's 95 % of her time in Dearborn and 75 % of her
time at U of M's Library in Dearborn...so they are very hesitant about stageing incident's of
provacation thru intimidation at U of M or in Dearborn...  
This is the secound reson why the have staged event's in Ann Arbor/but not at U of M in Ann
Arbor they alway's wait until she's off campus in Ann Arbor staging altercation's at bus
stop's,place's of buisness's she goe's to for her personnal need's or when she goe's to THe library
in Ann Arbor the public Librarie's to use the internet for these blog's for the timeline of torture and
other internet need's.  
She also uses microwave's on campus to heat up her food.  
So since she spend's all of her working time which is 75 % of her time in Ann Arbor at U of M and
since they know she has a tape recorder they have to look for other way's to get her kicked off
campus.  
This will be done to situate her off campus wheir she in diffeinitly more vulnerable to their staged
event's that she has caught on tape.  
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So as a tool to set her up they will believe it or not probably use a student to accuse the victim of
some kind've theft--- a student was used last week" personnal footnote"  
Cost of T -shirt 18:00 dolar's and a Laptop they conviently left unatteneded in a hallway whier they
heard the victim was pointed to when she asked whier the nearest bathroom was.  
Both note's are connected in reference to the victim being broke as a result of their crimminal
solicitation that's been ongoing.  
In other word's create the need for a theft"the victim being broke then plant a item to streal and
here's our reason to ban her/which in turn leave's her wide open off campus whier they will not
openly stage event's .  
See the friend of teh victim is at THe library right know at U of M in Ann Arbor in order for her to
use the computer she need's to show id They take her information down then as she walk's back
to use the computer 2 individual's leave all of their stuff unattended as she is walking toward the
computer's to work on her campaighn.  
She then Leave's then as a result ofthem knowing her name because they took her License
information they can accuse her later of a theft because no one else visited this area of the library
on the date and time.  
And since their was entapment last month that they orchestrated on Campus at U of M that the
victim fell for as a result of having a need stemming from what they did earlier in the month they
figure tie the two togetther and they have their reason to not only ban the victim but to arrest her
which they know will provoke intense feeling of anger since all of this was done thru their
crimminal solicitation of torture and concealing it then discreding the vitim thru a act they
deliberatley caused and they hope as a result that the victim's PTSD and Anxiety will make her
feel powerless while they start to take advantage of the fact they have her off campus whier more
staged event's that exclude U of M being in the immediate picture..and whier she will not be able
to use the internet for her campaighn or to come to campus to heat her food to eat.  
This is the deliberate manuver's in this collective thought to spin and situate the victim into a
repeated cycle of crimminal solicutation which will be expalined later/and as result the victim will
be discredited by having a theft ofn her record.  
Their using the victim thru covert need's to trap the victim.  
Stay tuned.  
Thank You  
"Weatherby"
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PostPosted: Sat Oct 25, 2008 1:17 pm    Post subject: Learning Disabled Woman Tortured in Dearborn Delete

"This is a addedum to the previous post.."  
I made a statement in the last Post that begin's with Cost of T shirt 18:00-that end's with result of
their criiminal solicitation that's been ongoin"  
Know Fellow Taxpayer's pay close attention here"Why whould the police or campus saftey staff
plant something to be stolen unless they probably knew the person they were tyring to trap0 was
broke/how whould they know she was broke/they had to be in the pisture prior to this entrapment in
order to know it."  
They crimminaly solicited my friend month after month to keep her in a taumatized state as a result
of this her PTSD kicked in As a result of this the victim kept being conditioned to respond to a way
that made her feel better/as a result she went thru her money.If they were not part of this Crimminal
solicitation how did they know she was broke and therfore whould have a need to stael
something.this is the binding tie.  
But here is a secound point that is just as important this was posted today because the victim is
aware of their limitation's not being able to openly stop her from coming to U of M so they can
expedite their staged incident's elesewheir they cannot openly do this because the vistim hasd a
tape recorder so they try to use a need they created to trap her...her having no
money...cyberstalking especially when the government is involved is a tool the government uses as
a mean's for survallance and a s a gideline to predict how to respond to what someone is doin.  
I am writing this blof From U oF M in Ann Arbor so as a result of posting it they will probaly back off
the previosly hopeful idea of accusing her of theft today...but since they might chance it it is being
posted.  
Again these two0 student's walking away from all of their belonging literally the secound my friend
finished sighning in with her id and at the same time she was approaching the computer's they
knew wheir she was headed because she has come her on many occassion's.  
Thank You
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